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Texas Scramble Format

Handicaps (USGA)

Each team will comprise of 4 players played over 36 holes. All
players tee off after which the best ball is chosen. All players then
play from within on club length but no nearer to the hole. If the
chosen ball comes to rest on the fairway then that ball may be
placed on the fairway. If the chosen ball comes to rest in the
rough then when playing from within one club length all team
shots much be dropped and played from the rough as well. First
ball in hole counts. Don't putt out if other team members have
not putted.
Note there is a new rule this year that every player can hit every
shot.

Please use your handicap index not your slope adjusted course
handicap.
Handicap Allowance (10% of Team)
The Team handicap allowance is calculated by taking 10% of the
total playing handicaps using whole numbers of the team
members and include all decimal points to arrive at the team
handicap (i.e. if team players handicaps total 72 then team
handicap is 7.20).

Tee Shots
All players tee shots must be used at least three (3) times during
the round. Please indicate this by placing the players initials on
the score card next to each hole played. Please note, male players
are required to use the IADC tee marker and female player are
required to play from the red tee marker.

Mulligan
Mulligans are not allowed this year since all players will hit every
shot until holed out.

Wait Listed Players
Wait Listed players will be on standby in both sessions to fill in
the available slots. Any team member not registered within 30
minutes of starting time will be replaced.

Score Cards
The lowest handicap golfer on each team is responsible to keep
up speed of play for the team, is required to keep the score card,
sign it and turn it in to the Club Golf Score Box immediately after
play each day.

Incomplete Teams
In the event of an incomplete team the next highest handicap
player will play 2 shots every time with the consecutive shot rule
still applying. If the highest handicap golfer is missing, the next
highest handicap will hit two shots and 2 putts (for every putt) on
ever hole. The handicap of the team member who is used twice
should be included twice in the 10% allowance.

Prizes
- Best Gross & Best Net
- 3 Divisions (A, B & C)
- Prizes will be given to 1st, 2nd & 3rd place team members of
each Division.
- Individual hole prizes as marked on course (AM & PM prizes for
both days).
To be eligible for an individual hole prize the team must use this
shot.

Assistance
For further assistance please contact:
Arnoud Dekkers: E | arnoud.dekkers@deugro.com
Sean Mclaughlan: E | Sean@wwps.ae

